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Friends House Moscow is a small non-governmental
nonprofit organisation that funds projects for peace and civil
society in countries of the former Soviet Union. FHM supports
projects in such areas as human rights, education, restorative
justice and non-violent communication. Each project also
furthers social goals such as grass-roots collaboration, equality
and non-violence.
The work of Friends House Moscow reflects the deepest
values of the Society of Friends (Quakers).
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info@friendshousemoscow.org
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Change: One Person at a Time

Julie Harlow

Change is slow, especially when one hopes to be part of significant
change in a very large area and population. It is even slower when the
population is tightly controlled by state pressures, cultural traditions, and
limited opportunities.
At the collapse of the USSR, Russian individuals recognized that they
now had the opportunity to organize on a personal level, an option not open
to them before. Many that Friends had come to know saw in Quaker history
and attitudes the possibility of assisting in this organization. Our work began
with individuals who had no experience in putting together a program
application and budget; they just had big hearts and good ideas for uplifting
people who did not have the services they needed. Our staff worked closely
with the applicants who soon developed skills of organization and leadership.

The result was enormous change in the applicants and significant, long term change in the lives of
the program participants over the years:
• A high school student, who felt all alone in his pacifism and refusal to participate in required military
training, found encouragement and support to stand his ground.
• Individuals learned new communication and problem-solving skills through the Alternatives to Violence
Project.
• Disabled children, rejected by the public schools for their differences, found a loving and accepting
program to learn at their own speed.
• Refugees in Chechnya were able to develop cottage industry to start building a new life.
• Children of refugees in Moscow had a place to go for tutoring and friendship.
Our work with refugees continues today. There is a much larger population of undocumented
foreigners than the Russian state will count. We have become partners with the Refugee Integration
Center which offers hope, friendship, guidance and education to children and their parents. Much of the
work is done by volunteers whose lives are also changed for the better when experiencing the satisfaction
and joy of freely giving service to others.
Friends House Moscow cannot move an
entire nation. However, like a stone dropped
in a clear pond, we take small actions that
cause ripples, broadening the effect to
change many lives beyond the program
participants.
It is our hope that those who support
our work can see the importance of it, not
just for the people in the programs, but also
for the value of setting an example of a
different way to address problems and a
kinder way to lead.
Julie Harlow
Clerk (Chair) of the Board,
Friends House Moscow

Refugee kids on a trip to the library, November 2017

Alternatives to Violence
The Alternatives to Violence project (AVP) is a practical
training programme that helps participants to deal with
potentially violent situations in new and creative ways.
FHM supports volunteer AVP facilitators in Russia and
Ukraine by providing essential running costs for their
workshops.
Although the Russia group had been inactive for a
while, activities started again in September 2017 when the
first of a new series of facilitators’ meetings in the Moscow
AVP workshop in Ukraine, Feb 2017
office.
In Ukraine, work continued, funded at first not by FMH
but by AVP Germany: in Odessa there were three workshops for
college students and one for psychologists and teachers; in
Kharkov, the AVP team ran workshops for refugees in schools;
and working in Kiev for the first time, there was a session for 43
teenagers involved in already-existing local projects. FHMfunded projects in Ukraine covered training for trainers
working with teenagers and a workshop for facilitators on the
very necessary topic of “How to prevent emotional burnout”.

AVP faciilitators meeting in Moscow

The AVP method was originally developed by Quakers
in the USA in the 1970s, for use in prison work. The
techniques are applicable to many different situations and
contexts, and AVP is now an international volunteer
movement active in more than 60 countries.

Draft Counselling and Alternative Service
In Kazan (Tatarstan), FHM funds the rent of a small
office for an advice centre, For Our Sons, which provides legal
and other advice on alternative service for conscientious
objectors. The centre also helps in cases where there is an
illegal attempt to conscript people who are exempt from
military service, and increasingly it provides advice to
serving soldiers and their relatives.
Every month the centre holds about 40 individual
consultations. It has provided support for people applying
for alternative service, and advice for conscripts about
illegal conscription, bullying, money extortion or health
issues.
Since 2010, all Russian boys are required to take part
in military training as part of their school curriculum. One
17-year-old in Kazan, Kamil, declaring himself to be a
pacifist, refused to take part – a bold step which could have
serious implications both for the present and for his future.
For Our Sons took on his case, which involved a long and
complicated process of negotiating with the authorities.
They were able to provide Kamil with a mobile phone so

that they could stay in touch while he
worked his way through the appeals
process. Meanwhile, he did not report to
the military training camp, but kept
going to school every day. The school
authorities did not force the issue.

Kamil with the mobile phone

The Refugee Centre in Moscow
Russia currently receives refugees
from Syria, Afghanistan and parts of
Africa. The "Kids are Kids" Integration
Centre for refugees in Moscow, which
has now been in existence for over 20
years, provides educational and cultural
activities for pre-schoolers who don’t
attend kindergarten, and lessons for
school age children including those who
have no access to state schools, and
tutoring for children who do attend
school.
The work in the centre provides
accelerated
language
acquisition,
essential for their integration into
Russian society, and also develops
communication skills and knowledge of
school subjects.
Although the Moscow education
department provides language classes,

demand far outstrips supply. In Russia in 2017 there were
about 228,000 persons with “temporary protection status”,
while the recognition rate for refugee status is around 3%.
The “Kids are Kids” centre caters for about 80
children and around 70 volunteers work with them.
There are also sessions for Russian students who thus
become aware of and sensitive to the needs of
refugee children and their
families.
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Alternativshchik
FHM has continued to fund printing and distribution costs
for Alternativshchik, a newsletter that provides information and
support for conscientious objectors. Around 1,000 copies are
sent throughout Russia, either to individuals or distributed via
religious organisations. Three issues were produced this year.
In future it is intended to move the newsletter online.

As well as covering the
costs of staff (administrator,
programme
coordinators,
sessional psychologist and
speech therapist), the centre
provides all meals and travel
costs for the children. FHM
has
provided
funding
towards stipends for the
programme coordinators.

Training for mediators in 7 regions of Russia

Locations of mediator training events

Anton Konovalov is an educational
psychologist, an expert in conflict resolution, and a
member of the Association of Curators of Mediation
Services and Mediators, based in Moscow.
Anton approached us with a proposal to set
up a nation-wide training programme for
mediators. The project aimed to set up a nationwide training programme for mediators spanning
seven regions of Russia (see map above).
It was planned to create instructional sessions
for at least 200 educational specialists
(psychologists, teachers, administrators), in which
they would be trained as mediators and as
initiators of reconciliation services.
The project (called, in Russian, "Peace to your
Home") started in late 2016 and ran until August
2017. Workshops on restorative mediation and

The English Club
The organisation Big Change helps young people
brought up in orphanages to get education and job
prospects, and acquire life skills for existing
outside the orphanage. It receives funding from
various sources (including President Putin). FHM
has provided supplementary support to allow Big
Change to run an “English Club” which gives
students the opportunity to learn English, but also
widens their horizons, and expands their general

reconciliation services, for school specialists and
teachers, were held in Kazan, Mytishchi (Moscow
region), Tula, Novokuznetsk (Siberia), Saratov,
Kirov, Ekaterinburg, Khabarovsk (Russian Far
East) and the Altai Region. A Master Class was
also held in May 2017 at the International
Workshop on Mediation in Minsk (Belarus).
Much of the material has been videoed and
placed online, including a webinar by a specialist
from Ukraine who spoke about this kind of work
in his country, and video lectures by Lyudmila
Karnozova, an expert on restorative justice.
On his website, Anton has also added a
collection of educational programs and manuals
for young mediators in schools. These materials
have been contributed by mediators from several
different regions of Russia.

Inside the
educational
centre at Big
Change

knowledge and social skills. The club ran twice a
month during the academic year, with up to 7
students at each session and up to 10 volunteers
helping with the work.

Helping families in Dzerzhinsk
Over a number of years FHM has supported a variety of
projects initiated by the Centre for Psychological, Medical
and Social Support in Dzerzhinsk, a city east of Moscow. The
projects have been directed towards finding innovative ways
to support vulnerable children and families.
Many of these projects have become self-sustaining
when the city authorities were persuaded to absorb them
into its work. FHM has been happy to provide "starter
funding" for these activities.
"Feeling gymnastics" exercise

Help for children with special needs
This was the final year of a project that was started in
2015 as a 2-year programme and then extended for a third
year. Called “Understand, Accept and, Then, Help”, it was
designed for children with learning difficulties and for their
teachers and parents. The aim was to introduce and
disseminate a system of psychological support within
frameworks of inclusive education.
This stage of the project facilitated the inclusion of
special-needs children in general-education settings, with
four distinct age groups being formed for the purpose of
facilitating development and achieving age-related goals
and milestones. The groups participated in "Antistress",
"Brain/Feelings Gymnastics", "Dreamers" programmes and
in sand animation. FHM funded the purchase of equipment
and training for 15 school psychologists.
Individual

consultation and support was again
offered to parents of the children, and
seminars were conducted for teachers,
psychologists, and child psychology
specialists
in
various
educational
institutions in Dzerzhinsk.
By the project end, 11 children were
able to pass a standard survey of health.
But to the project leaders
the "most important proof of success is
the words of thanks from parents, who truly
observe the effects of the programme... We
watch happily as hope and pride are inspired
in children, and celebrate even small
successes in development."

<< Sand animation therapy in action
“Sand animation” is a therapeutic method first developed in
the 1920s, influenced by Jungian psychology. It activates our
capacity to recognize and organize symbols. Children are
given trays of sand and other materials. Starting with a
statement from the therapist, children build a world,
turning the original statement into a story of their own.
As a rule, forms and symbols that emerge out of playing with
sand are deeply diagnostic and make it possible for
specialists to outline individual programmes for each child.

Peer-to-peer Mediation in Schools
This was the continuation of a project started
in late 2015. Called "Attention! Conflict!", it aimed
to set up mediation programmes in schools using
peer-to-peer mediation by schoolchildren trained
as mediators. Teachers and school psychologists
were also involved in the establishment of the
mediation service.
The most recent stage of the project focused
on the theme of introducing mediation in schools
via technology. 15 school psychologists were made

familiar with the mediation technique, which they
can go on to apply in their home institutions.
In total 98 adolescents underwent mediation
training, in contrast to initial estimates of 60-70
students.
Increased demand for the programme led to
more sessions being staged than were
anticipated/budgeted for. The project culminated
in a team-building exercise carried out with
students from 17 Dzherzhinsk schools.

Publishing and Outreach in the Russian Language
Thanks to funding from the Joseph Rowntree
Charitable Trust, FHM has continued to translate and
publish novels and texts which have a Quaker
relevance.
The grant was originally intended to be for
three years until the end of 2015. Because of
movements in the exchange rate since 2013 we had a
large portion of the original grant money left over
after the planned work was completed (it has taken
fewer pounds to generate the required amount of
Russian roubles). With the agreement of the Trust we
were able to extend the work with extra publications
during 2016 and 2017.
The texts chosen for publication are drawn from
across the centuries and across the globe and are a
testament to the breadth of Quaker concerns. Almost
all are available as e-books and can be downloaded
from our Russian language website. This year they
include:
Notes from an Exhibition by Patrick Gale, a novel whose
central characters are an artist living in Cornwall and
her Quaker husband; Hidden in Plain Sight – the
writings of Quaker women 1650-1700; Friends for 300
Years: the History and Beliefs of the Society of Friends
since George Fox started the Quaker movement, by
U.S. Friend Howard Brinton; Reflections from a Long
Marriage, by British Friends Roger and Susan Sawtel,
the Swarthmore Lecture at Britain Yearly Meeting in
2006.
Ongoing work includes George Fox’s Journal (in
part), and Walking with Wolf – a life spent protecting the
Costa Rican Wilderness, by Canadian Kay Chornook and
and the late Wolf Guindon, a U.S. Quaker who lived
for over 50 years in Costa Rica.
We made our first venture into "paper print"
with Rethinking War and Peace by Diana Francis. We
printed 216 copies which were sent to the State Book
Chamber and the largest public libraries, to regular
readers of the Alternativshchik newsletter for
conscientious objectors, and to some progressive
bookshops in Moscow. An unexpected and pleasant
spin-off from the online publishing system we used is

Rethinking War and Peace, in Russian and English print versions

that we can now also distribute our print books
via www.amazon.com. The next print format
project is Truth of the Heart by Rex Ambler.

Online outreach
We are expanding the Russian language
website by adding on average one short text a
week; the site attracts around 30 visitors per
day. There are now over 100 Wikipedia articles
about Quakers in Russian. (One on "Inner Light"
was rejected by moderators but got about 130
hits on our own website.)
The Russian Facebook group grew from 189
to 264 subscribers; Vkontakte had about 200.
Both sites provide a forum for discussion,
questions and answers, sharing of ideas, and
promoting materials related to Quaker values.

"Meditation of Friends"
Our "Meditation" group has continued in a new
format that includes several exercises borrowed
from AVP. As before it is not advertised or run
as a religious group but enquirers ask about
Quakers if they are interested.

Outreach
“Outreach” is our word for letting people know
that Quakers exist, about what we do and what
we believe in (for example our testimonies to
peace, equality, simplicity, truth and justice).

FHM promotes outreach in the Russianspeaking world via Russian language websites,
translations of Quaker texts into Russian, and
FWCC/Woodbrooke online courses.

Organisational Structure

Friends House Moscow is a collaboration between three organisations, each legally registered in its
own home country - the United Kingdom, the United States, and Russia. The organisations in the US and
the UK raise funds and awareness at home and conduct charitable activity in Russia and Ukraine. The
work is coordinated by an international Board composed of Quakers from Russia, the USA and Europe,
including trustees from the US and UK organisations. The Board sets strategy and makes funding
decisions for the work as a whole. The British and American charities, who are legally responsible for the
charitable work, act in accordance with the decisions of the Board.

Friends House Moscow
Friends House Moscow
OOO Friends House
British Committee
Support Association
Charitable activities in Russia and Ukraine are carried out by commissioning work from a company,
OOO Friends House, that provides services in the following areas: developing and maintaining our Russian
language website and social media presence; translating and publishing Quaker and other texts in Russian;
and managing operational aspects of project work including grant administration, reporting and
evaluation. Staff also act in an advisory capacity to the Board.

Home country registrations

The UK organisation (informally known as "FHM British Committee") is a company limited by
guarantee and is registered with the Charity Commission under the name Friends House Moscow (Charity
registration number 1055965). FHM Support Association in the USA is a 501(c)3 organisation. Their
donors may receive a tax deduction, to the extent allowable by US tax laws.
OOO Friends House in the Russian Federation is an independent commercial enterprise that is
registered as a limited liability company. It is run with a not-for-profit ethos, although under Russian law
it is technically a for-profit organisation. Its two directors are members of the Society of Friends
(Quakers).

Accounting basics

The British and American charities generally raise funds in one year and disburse them to projects
in the following year. In this way, we know we can fulfill our promise of funding projects when we
approve grant applications. We also keep at least six months of operating funds in reserve.
FHM also requests funds from trusts and foundations on behalf of projects. These funds are
disbursed to projects according to the guidelines of the trusts.
Financial records of the three FHM organisations undergo audits or examinations as required by
local law. The FHM British Committee is required by UK law to maintain accrual accounts; FHM Support
Association and OOO Friends House use cash accounting.

Join our work!
Please donate to Friends House
Moscow
FHM relies on funds from individuals,
foundations and monthly & yearly meetings
to support projects that promote peace and civil
society in the former Soviet Union.
You may donate online at
www.friendshousemoscow.org
or send donations to:

In Europe:

Friends House Moscow
Unit 14451, PO Box 6945
London W1A 6US, U.K.

In North America:

Friends House Moscow Support Association
PO Box 60253
Palo Alto, CA 94306, USA
Donations in US Dollars ($) are tax-deductible on
US tax returns. Donations in pounds sterling (£)
can be "gift aided" by UK tax payers.

FHM British Committee1
Statement of Financial Activities

For the year ending December 31, 2017
All figures in British Pounds Sterling

Income and Expenditures

Restricted funds Unrestricted funds
Income Resources
Donations and grants in the U.K................................... £5,116
23,024
Donations from FHMSA (USA)................................................0
15,616
Donations from Europe (via U.K.).......................................... 0
3,882
Charitable (primary purpose) income...................................0
29
Investment and other income................................................ 0
25
Total Income..................................................................... 5,116
42,576

28,140
15,616
3,882
29
25
47,692

Resources Expended
Grants for projects .......................................................... 5,404
Grant/programme management in Russia (note 2)............ 0
Translation, publication and other outreach ............ 13,910
Administration and cost of generating income....................0
Governance...............................................................................0
Currency exchange gain/loss (note 3).................................. 0
Total resources expended ............................................ 19,313

5,292
8,676
26,629
805
0
7
41,408

10,696
8,676
40,539
805
0
7
60,721

Net movement in funds........................................................-14,197
Fund Balance Brought Forward.......................................... 26,008
Fund Balance Carried Forward............................................11,811

1,167
45,725
46,893

-13,030
71,734
58,704

Restricted funds Unrestricted funds
Current Assets
Debtors....................................................................................£0
3,239
Cash at bank and in hand...............................................11,811
43,654
Total................................................................................. 11,811
46,893
Current Liabilities
Creditors................................................................................... 0
0

Total

Balance Sheet

Total

3,239
55,465
58,704
0

Net Assets................................................................................. 11,811
46,893
58,704
Notes:
1. The official name of the British charity is 'Friends House Moscow'. To avoid confusion with the rest of
the organisation we have used the informal name "Friends House Moscow British Committee" here. These
are summary accounts: a more detailed version is filed with the Charity Commission.
2. Grant and programme management is an essential operational part of the charitable work. It does not
include any administrative costs for raising funds.
3. For operational purposes the British charity holds some money in roubles. The exchange loss or gain is
largely due to sterling revaluation of the rouble account at year end due to exchange rate movements.
This is a loss or gain on paper only: the money still exists as roubles and has not changed its local value.
4. The Charity has a policy of maintaining reserves equal to six months expense on operational costs in
Moscow.

FHM Support Association
Statement of Financial Activities
For the Year Ending December 31, 2017
Income and Expenditures

All figures in U.S. Dollars
Balance 1/1/2017.......................................................................................................................................... $27,343
Restricted funds Unrestricted funds

Total

Income
From Individuals....................................................................$0
From Meetings ........................................................................ 0
Craft Sales.................................................................................0
Total.......................................................................................... 0

21,970
4,438
11,863
38,271

21,970
4,438
11,863
38,271

Expenditures
Donation to FHMBC for use in Russia/Ukraine (note 1)......0
Grant to AVP Ukraine .............................................................0
Newsletter Expenses................................................................0
Craft Expenses..........................................................................0
Travel........................................................................................ 0
Money transfer charges.......................................................... 0
Government Fees..................................................................... 0
Board Meeting conf. calls........................................................0
Postal expenses........................................................................ 0
Total.......................................................................................... 0

20,650
2,908
1,283
0
2,113
240
20
130
159
27,503

20,650
2,908
1,283
0
2,113
240
20
130
159
27,503

Restricted funds Unrestricted funds

Total

Balance 12/31/2017................................................................38,111

Balance Sheet

Current Assets
Debtor..................................................................................... $0
Cash At Bank............................................................................ 0
Cash held.................................................................................. 0
Total ......................................................................................... 0

0
32,511
5,600
38,111

0
32,511
5,600
38,111

Current Liabilities........................................................................... 0

0

0

Net Assets........................................................................................... 0

38,111

38,111

Notes:
1. “FHMBC” is the British registered charity Friends House Moscow (also known as “Friends House
Moscow British Committee”).
For operational efficiency and convenience, FHMSA’s charitable
expenditure in 2016 was transferred to the rouble account of the British charity prior to being disbursed
to recipients. This money appears in the British accounts as charitable income labelled “Donations from
FHMSA (USA)”.
2. All figures including totals are rounded to the nearest $.

